
FILM SERVICES LTD         HOUSTOUN STUDIOS



MULTIPLE RESOURCES 
FOR THE FILM AND TV 
INDUSTRY. 

Houstoun Studios , based in Livingston, West Lothian, provide multiple 
services to the  screen industries. Situated directly off junction 3 of the M8 we 
are just 30 minutes from Glasgow and 20 minutes from Edinburgh by road 
and 10 minutes drive from Edinburgh Airport and only five minutes from the 
main train link for Edinburgh and Glasgow.  We also offer a pickup service 
from the train station and Airport.


On site there are three Soundstages, all are acoustically treated and all 
have secondary acoustic doors. All the stages have large roller shutter door 
access.  There is a 200 amp three phase power supply and two large diesel 
generators of 150 and 450 KVA for backup and additional power. There is a 
45,000 foot secured backlot with lighting, power and water. There is plenty of 
onsite parking for cars, vans  and for film units.  


The office block contains plenty of available production office space and a 
full post production facility including edit suites, a 7:1 audio studio and  a 
colour grading suite with a Nucoda Film Master system. There is a cinema 
viewing room with seating for 32 with 7:1 surround audio. 
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* 30 miles from Glasgow and 18 miles from Edinburgh


* 5 minutes from the train station for Glasgow and Edinburgh


* 10 minutes to Edinburgh Airport


* Uplift service for Train Station and Airport


* Three Acoustically treated Soundstages


* Soundstage A has pre installed lighting with DMX dimming 


* Large Cyc wall can be painted to any colour


* Well equipped post facilities onsite


* 100 meg non ratio’d lease line for rapid uploads


* On site cinema viewing room with seating for 32 


* DCI 2k projection and DCP playback including encrypted files


* Satellite pulldown of media signals in any format


* Encoding and transmission of any format to web broadcast 


* Live streaming with multi camera production onsite


* Large flexible production offices


* 450 KVA Generator back up of power onsite


* Large 45000 square foot back lot 




SOUNDSTAGE A  
Soundstage A is 3500 square foot and has an 85  foot wrap around   

Cyc wall. The wall is presently Chroma green but can be painted to 
any colour on request. There is a double lighting gantry which is fully 
equipped with Ohm LED space lights with full colour temperature 
and dimming control over DMX.  There are multiple lights mounted 
on the trussing with 4 meter pantographs which can be set up and 
modified on request. 


The stage has a control room which houses a 56 track Pro Tools 
system and an MCI 636 recording console and a lot of outboard 
equipment. There is also seating and visual monitoring in this room 
allowing it to be used as a video village if required. 
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STAGE ‘A’ IS PERFECT FOR MUSIC VIDEO 
PRODUCTION OR ADVERTISING  WORK AS 
THE PRE LIT AND RIGGED CONFIGURATION 
KEEPS THE COST OF PRODUCTION DOWN.  
CALL US TO SEE IF WE CAN CUT THE COST 
OF YOUR NEXT PROJECT.



SOUNDSTAGE B 
Soundstage B is 8000 square feet in size. It is acoustically treated 

and has a large shutter door with secondary acoustic doors.  Its walls 
are covered in black theatre curtains all round. There is also an option 
for changing these to Chroma green curtains to create a 360 green 
space. There are multiple tested fixing points for trussing and the 
room has led daylight house lights.


This room was used on the recent Churchill movie for the private 
apartments set build and for the building site stunts in the BBC’s 
“The Replacements”. It has also been used for multiple ad shoots 
and set builds.
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SOUNDSTAGE C 
Soundstage C is 12000 square feet in size. It is acoustically treated 

and has a large shutter door with secondary acoustic doors. The walls 
are covered in black theatre curtains all round. The stage has a full 
green wall the entire right hand side of the stage along its 190 foot 
length which can be covered by black curtain. There is also an option 
for changing the black curtains to Chroma green all round to create a 
large 360 green space. There are multiple tested fixing points for 
lighting truss and the room has led daylight house lights. This stage 
also has  production offices. 




THE CINEMA ROOM 
The Cinema Room has multiple uses. It 

can be used for the viewing of footage in 
DCP form even encrypted DCP’s. It is 
equipped with a Christie DCI projector and 
a Stewart 16 foot screen. There is seating 
for 32 and the sound is 7.1 via a JBL 8000 
series THX speaker system as used in the 
bulk of the UK’s cinemas. The front 
speakers are Quested HQ210’s and there is 
a full 56 channel Pro Tools system for 
audio editing in place. The room also 
features a 2015 Nucoda Film Master 
system with Valhal panels. This is a cinema 
4k colour grading system and is fully 
calibrated and ready to hire. We have 
onsite operators if required. 
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AUDIO EDIT SUITE  

The audio suite is centred around a 
208 channel Neve 7:1 surround console. 
The output is through Apogee, Avid, SSL 
and Benchmark convertors. The main 
monitoring is from a Blue Sky Big Blue 
surround system and a Tannoy stereo  
system. There is a great selection of 
outboard equipment and microphones 
and the software available is Pro Tools 
and Nuendo. 


The on site engineer is available to 
hire or the suite can be dry hired. 


Foley, ADR, Voiceover and full 
surround mixes are all available  at very  
competitive rates. 
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BUILD SPACE 
AND SCENE AND 
PROP STORES. 

The centre building in the 
complex is laid out for scene 
and set construction and the 
next part of the building is used 
for prop and scene storage. This 
area is 18.5 meters by 45 
meters and has adjoining 
access to Stage B and C for easy 
transportation to the stage. 
There are also access platforms 
and a forklift on site.
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OFFICE BLOCK 
The main office block has 

plenty of production office 
space which can be arranged 
in many ways depending on 
the requirements of the 
production. There is also post 
and edit suites in this 
building which can be 
configured to your  required 
specifications. 
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FACILITY SPECS   
All stages are clear space with no 

columns. There is water available to all 
stages and the back lot . Toilet access is 
in the main building and there is toilet 
access from the back lot.  Mobile 
heating and mobile air conditioning is 
available throughout the building. 
There is parking at the front of the 
buildings for 60 cars and vans and we 
can accommodate any film unit behind 
secured gates.

Soundstage  A Soundstage  B Soundstage  C Back Lot Build Area Scene/Prop Store

Apex Height 8.5 Meters 8.5 Meters 8.5 Meters n/a 8.5 Meters 8.5 Meters

Length 16.5 Meters 40 Meters 57 Meters 70 Meters 20 Meters 25 Meters

Width 18.5 Meters 18.5 Meters 18.5 Meters 60 Meters 18.5 Meters 18.5 Meters

Floor Material Flat Concrete Flat Concrete Flat Concrete Tarmac Flat Concrete Flat Concrete 

Dock Door Size 4.2m high x 4.1m 
wide

6m high x 8.2m 
wide

4.2m high x 4.1m 
wide

n/a 4.2m high x 4.1m 
wide

4.2m high x 4.1m 
wide

SWL between the 
trusses 

3000kg 3000kg 3000kg n/a 3000kg 3000kg 

Power 200 amp 3Phase 200 amp 3Phase 200 amp 3Phase 100 amp 1Phase 200 amp 3Phase 200 amp 3Phase

Generator Back up 450 KVA 450 KVA 450 KVA 450 KVA 450 KVA 450 KVA
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